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In quantum repeater protocols, measurements are performed in multiple relay points. Classical
communications are used to convey the measurement results. It is important to improve the way
of conveying the measurement results so that EPR pairs are not affected by noises during classical
communications. One solution is execution in the blind mode[1]. In the blind mode, correction
operations of multiple ES operations and multiple EPP operations are performed in a lump after
EPR pairs are shared between the sender and the receiver. That is, the following quantum operations
are performed without performing correction operations of the former quantum operations. The
protocol in the conventional blind mode[1] uses concatenated CSS codes. Therefore, the number of
qubits gets large as the communication distance gets long.
This paper proposes quantum repeater protocols which can be executed in the blind mode and can
be constructed by using CSS codes of single encoding. This result shows that posterior processing
can reduce the size of encoded states in some cases. Additionally, the results of this paper show
that posterior processing can improve performance of error corrections in some cases. The proposed
protocol with single encoding can correct large errors by setting some assumptions. In contrast, blind
mode with single encoding can deal with small errors if propositions in this paper are not used. The
key ideas in posterior processing are decomposition of errors and computations for comparing EPR
pairs of different length.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum repeater protocols[1–12] are proposed as
methods for generating long EPR pairs. Entan-
glement Swapping(ES) and Entanglement Purification
Protocol(EPP)[13][14] are key components of quantum
repeater protocols. Generated EPR pairs can be used
for the quantum teleportation[15].
In order to realize quantum repeater protocols in re-
alistic noises, various approaches are taken[1–12]. Some
papers try to build abstract protocols without depend-
ing on specific materials[1, 2, 7–12]. Among them, some
methods[1][11] could achieve small waiting times. That
is, all quantum operations can be performed without
waiting for arrival of measurement results of the former
operations. One of the protocols which could achieve
small waiting times is blind mode execution of quantum
repeater protocols[1].
A viewpoint of the way of classifying abstract protocols
is considering parts of improvements in each protocol.
Some protocols[10–12] concentrate focus on the way of
encoding so that a small number of measurements on spe-
cially encoded states lead to changes which correspond to
multiple ES operations and EPP operations. For exam-
ple, measurements on cluster states[16] are used in [11].
Some protocols[1] concentrate focus on the way of pro-
cessing of measurement results. In the blind mode[1], it is
shown that correction operations which reflect measure-
ment results can be performed later by revising posterior
processing of measurement results. This paper studies
the protocols which mainly focus on posterior process-
ing.
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This paper mainly focuses on posterior processing of
measurement results as well as [1] and improve the way
of posterior processing in [1]. The main purpose of this
paper is not building quantum repeater protocols as an
overall protocol, but proposing the efficient way of pos-
terior processing of measurement results. In quantum
repeater protocols, measurements are performed in mul-
tiple relay points. Besides, quantum states after measure-
ments correspond to measurement results. So, we have to
perform correction operations which reflect probabilistic
measurement results in multiple relay points. Classical
communications are used for conveying measurement re-
sults. An important task in building quantum repeater
protocols is conveying measurement results by avoiding
effects of noises on quantum states during waiting time
of classical communications. One solution is to perform
correction operations of multiple ES and EPP in a lump
after EPR pairs are shared between the sender and the
receiver. The quantum repeater protocol based on these
directions is blind mode[1]. The protocol in [1] uses con-
catenated CSS codes. Therefore, the number of qubits
gets large as the communication distance gets long. This
paper proposes quantum repeater protocols which can be
executed in the blind mode and can be constructed by
using CSS codes of single encoding. Additionally, the
proposed protocol with single encoding can correct large
errors by setting some assumptions. In contrast, the sim-
ple blind mode with single encoding can deal with small
errors if propositions in this paper are not used. The
relationship between the proposed methods and the con-
ventional methods can be summarized as follows.
• Proposed method:
This method can correct large errors with single
encoding by using the proposition about posterior
processing.
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2• Conventional blind mode with single encoding:
This method can correct only small errors.
• Conventional blind mode with concatenated codes:
Although this method can correct large errors, this
method needs a large number of qubits.
Therefore, the results of this paper show that posterior
processing can improve performance of error corrections
in comparison with conventional blind mode with single
encoding. In other words, the results of this paper show
that posterior processing can reduce the size of encoded
state in comparison with conventional blind mode with
concatenated coding. The key ideas in posterior pro-
cessing are decomposition of errors and computations for
comparing EPR pairs of different length, as described in
the followings.
II. QUANTUM REPEATER
In this section, we explain the quantum repeater pro-
tocol which uses CSS codes in EPP operations[14]. The
paper of the blind mode[1] seems to use CSS codes in
EPP operations. Since this section does not consider the
blind mode, corrections operations in ES and EPP are
performed before the next ES operations and EPP oper-
ations are performed. We have to note that, in the case
of not using blind mode, we can use CSS codes of single
encoding since errors are corrected frequently by using
classical communications during protocols and errors are
not accumulated. In contrast, in the case of the blind
mode, we have to use concatenated codes if we do not
use special posterior processing which are proposed in
this paper.
A. Whole figure of the protocol
In the quantum repeater protocol, operations of ES are
used for connecting EPR pairs and operations of EPP are
used for increasing fidelity of EPR pairs. Then, long EPR
pairs of high fidelity are generated. We assume that two
EPR pairs are connected by one-time execution of ES.
Let N − 1 be the number of relay points. Let γ be the
number of executions of ES operation and EPP opera-
tion. Then, these parameters satisfy the relationship of
N = 2γ . Let x be the order of execution of ES and EPP.
That is, ES which is executed first is called ES at x=1
and EPP which is executed first is called EPP at x=1.
ES which is executed last is called ES at x=γ and EPP
which is executed last is called EPP at x=γ. There are
N −1 relay points between the sender A and the receiver
B, which are represented as C1, C2, · · · , CN−1. A and B
are represented as C0 and CN , respectively.
• In each relay point, Ci (i = 0, · · · , N − 1), EPR
pairs are generated. We have to note that n EPR
pairs are generated at each relay point since CSS
codes of length n are used with single encoding.
• One side of each EPR pair is sent to the adjacent
relay points Ci+1. These transmissions are called
quantum state transmissions.
• From x = 1 to x = γ, repeat the following opera-
tions.
– Operations of ES are performed on relay
points, Ck×2x−1 (k = 1, 2, · · · , N/2x−1 − 1)
except C2x , C2×2x , · · · , CN−2x .
– By using classical communications, measure-
ment results are sent to both edges of EPR
pairs which are generated by the ES opera-
tion.
– Correction operations which reflect measure-
ment results are performed on both edges of
EPR pairs which are generated by ES opera-
tions. These operations lead to generation of
EPR pairs which are shared between Ck×2x
and C(k+1)2x for k = 0, · · · , N/2x − 1.
– Operations of EPP are performed between
Ck×2x and C(k+1)2x for k = 0, · · · , N/2x − 1.
These operations lead to EPR pairs of higher
fidelity. In EPP operations, measurement op-
erators of CSS codes are used for outputting
syndromes[14]. Since errors are corrected at
every EPP operations and errors are not ac-
cumulated, we can use CSS codes of single en-
coding at every EPP operations.
– By using classical communications, measure-
ment results at one side of EPR pairs are sent
to another side of EPR pairs.
– Correction operations which reflect measure-
ment results are performed on both edges of
EPR pairs which are targets of the EPP oper-
ations.
Executing this protocol leads to the generation of EPR
pairs which are shared between C0 and CN .
B. Necessary communications
Quantum communications are needed when EPR pairs
are shared between adjacent relay points. These quan-
tum communications are called quantum state transmis-
sions. Classical communications are needed for ES and
EPP in all x. We consider classical communications
which are used to share measurement results. There-
fore, starting points of classical communications are relay
points where measurement results are obtained. Destina-
tions of classical communications are relay points where
measurement results are used. We have to note that the
destinations of communications vary with depending on
the operational mode (blind mode execution or ordinary
execution) of quantum repeater protocols.
3III. BLIND MODE EXECUTION
For keeping high fidelity of EPR pairs which are gen-
erated by quantum repeater ptrotocols, it is important
to decrease effects of noises during waiting time. The
method of execution in the blind mode is proposed as
a method for decreasing effects of noises during waiting
time.
In the quantum repeater protocol, ES operations and
EPP operations are performed. In both of ES opera-
tions and EPP operations, we can get desired EPR pairs
by performing correction operations which correspond to
measurement results. Therefore, correction operations
which correspond to measurement results are needed.
In blind mode execution[1], the next operation is done
without performing correction operations of former op-
erations. In ES, next operations are done before perform-
ing correction operations of ES. In EPP, next operations
are done before performing correction operations of EPP.
Correction operations in ES and EPP are done in a lump
after EPR pairs are shared among the sender and the
receiver. Thus, we do not have to wait for arrival of
classical communications which are used for correction
operations.
Execution in the blind mode is possible when quantum
states without correction operations are near to one of
Bell states. We can continue quantum repeater if targets
of operations are near to one of Bell states. Transitions
among Bell pairs are one of four Pauli operators. There-
fore, we can execute correction operations in a lump.
Correction operations at later executions are same as
skipped operations.
Blind mode execution in [1] assumes that codes used
for EPP are concatenated CSS codes. This is because
protocols are continued without correcting errors and er-
rors are accumulated in the blind mode. Therefore, con-
catenated CSS codes are used for correcting accumulated
errors. When CSS codes with single encoding are used
without adopting posterior processing in this paper, ac-
cumulated errors go over the error correction capability
of single code.
IV. PROPOSITION
This section shows our propositions. Execution in
blind mode means that correction operations are per-
formed after EPR pairs are shared between the sender
and the receiver.
In this algorithm, codes which are used for EPP are
CSS codes as in the conventional blind mode[1]. How-
ever, the difference is concatenation of CSS codes. Our
proposed methods use EPP of single encoding by CSS
codes in contrast to conventional methods which use con-
catenated CSS codes.
First, notations are introduced for explaining the pro-
posed methods. Let I, σx, σz, σxσz be Pauli operators,
which are defined in Appendix A. σx corresponds to
an operator of bit errors and σz corresponds an oper-
ator of phase errors. Let |φ+〉 = 1√
2
(|0〉|0〉 + |1〉|1〉),
|φ−〉 = 1√
2
(|0〉|0〉 − |1〉|1〉), |ψ+〉 = 1√
2
(|0〉|1〉 + |1〉|0〉),
|ψ−〉 = 1√
2
(|0〉|1〉 − |1〉|0〉). These four states are called
Bell states. Correction procedures in CSS codes consist
of bit error corrections and phase error corrections. Let
H1 be the parity check matrix which is used for bit error
correction and H2 be the parity check matrix which is
used for phase error correction. Since methods for bit er-
ror corrections and phase error corrections are similar, we
describe two corrections at the same time by represent-
ing parity matrix as H. Therefore, H is either of H1 or
H2. Let ei,ES(j) be base shifts due to Bell measurements
which occur on ith qubit at jth ES. Let eˆES(j) be a vector
of base shifts for all qubits which occured at jth ES. Let
sˆEPP (j) be a vector of syndromes which are obtained at
jth EPP. A value 1 in error vectors means that an error
occurred in the qubit. A value 0 in error vectors means
that an error did not occur in the qubit. Syndromes
are calculated by multiplying parity check matrices H
by error operators. We have to note that syndromes are
mapped to error operators by one-to-one mapping if the
error operators go under the error correction capability.
Let σ
ai,j
x,k be operators of bit errors on ith qubit at jth
EPP at the location k and σ
bi,j
z,k be operators of bit errors
on ith qubit at jth EPP at the location k. That is, a bit
error is caused on ith qubit if ai,j = 1 and a phase error
is caused on ith particle if bi,j = 1. Here, i is the order of
qubits within qubits of the same syndrome measurement.
That is, i runs from 1 to n (code length). Let k indicates
the location of relay point and the location inside the re-
lay point. Let |〉k be quantum states at the kth location.
For example, as used in Eq. (2), k = 1 indicates the loca-
tion of the sender and k = 4 indicates the location of the
receiver and k = 2 and k = 3 indicate the relay point in
the middle of the sender and the receiver. Additionally,
k = 2 indicates the left side of the middle relay point and
k = 3 indicates the right side of the middle relay point.
We have to note that eˆES(j) and sˆEPP (j) are computed
for the longest EPR pairs which are shared between the
sender and receiver by integrating measurement results
for multiple sections. The way of integrating is described
in the proposed method in this paper.
A. Strategy for blind mode with single encoding
In blind mode, ES operations and EPP operations are
performed without waiting for correction operations of
the former operations. Therefore, errors of multiple ES
operations and mulitple EPP operations are accumulated
at the last EPP. For quantum repeater protocols of large
distance, we cannot estimate large errors by using only
syndromes at the last EPP since errors at the last EPP
go over the error correction capability. Therefore, we
cannot correct errors with simple methods. In this pa-
per, we estimate errors at the last EPP by using syn-
4FIG. 1. Decomposition of errors
dromes of the former EPP operations. We estimate by
assuming that the final errors are accumulation of errors
between EPP operations of adjacent x. Additionally, we
assume that each error during EPP operations of adja-
cent x is under the error correction capability. With these
assumptions, we can estimate each error during EPP op-
erations of adjacent x correctly. Besides, we can estimate
errors at the last EPP as accumulation of each error dur-
ing EPP operations of adjacent x. Since syndromes of
CSS codes can be calculated as |H · e〉, we can derive
|H · (ea + eb)〉 − |H · ea〉 = |H · eb〉, where e, ea, eb be
errors which correspond to the type of H. This equation
holds even when the weight of ea goes over the error cor-
rection capability. We can estimate eb from syndromes if
the weight of eb goes under the error correction capabil-
ity. It is not necessary that the weight of ea goes under
the error correction capabiity. This characteristic is true
not only for bit error corrections but also for phase error
corrections. In the case of phase error corrections, dif-
ferent parity check matrix is used as shown in Appendix
A.
This characteristic about syndromes can be used for
decomposing errors as the followings. Since syndromes
of CSS codes can be calculated as |H · e〉 (as explained in
Appendix A), we can derive |H · (ea + eb)〉 − |H · ea〉 =
|H · eb〉. This equation holds even when the weight of ea
goes over the error correction capability. We can estimate
eb from syndromes if the weight of eb goes under the error
correction capability. It is not necessary that the weight
of ea goes under the error correction capabiity.
By applying this principle to estimation in quantum
repater protocols, procedures can be described as the fol-
lowings. For quantum repater protocols in blind mode,
errors are accumulated since corrections are not per-
formed until EPR pairs are shared between the sender
and the receiver. For each error during adjacent EPP
operations, error operators are H−1((sˆEPP (j)-H · eˆES(j))-
(sˆEPP (j−1))). By using these operators, accumulated er-
FIG. 2. Adjustments for comparisons
rors can be decomposed as Eq. (1).
H−1(sˆEPP (γ))
= H−1 ((sˆEPP (γ) −H · eˆES(γ))− (sˆEPP (γ−1)))
+H−1 ((sˆEPP (γ−1) −H · eˆES(γ−1))− (sˆEPP (γ−2)))
+ · · ·
+H−1 ((sˆEPP (3) −H · eˆES(3))− (sˆEPP (2)))
+H−1 ((sˆEPP (2) −H · eˆES(2))− (sˆEPP (1)))
+H−1 ((sˆEPP (1) −H · eˆES(1))− (sˆEPP (0)))
+ (eˆES(γ) + eˆES(γ−1) + · · ·+ eˆES(1)). (1)
We have to note that sˆEPP (0) is zero vector since there
are no errors at the initial time. As we can see from this
equation, overall errors can be described as summation
of errors during adjacent EPP operations and base shifts
due to ES operations as in FIG. 1. We have to note that
this decomposition is possible since syndromes are mea-
sured at all EPP operations and Bell measurements are
performed at all ES operations. By assuming that the
weight of error operators of H−1((sˆEPP (j)-H · eˆES(j))-
(sˆEPP (j−1))) goes under the error correction capability,
we can estimate an appropriate error for each of the in-
tervals. Since measurement results of Bell measurements
in ES can be obtained without depending on syndrome
measurements in EPP, the number of qubits which are
affected by base shifts in ES is not problem. Estimating
an appropriate error for each of the intervals and estimat-
ing base shifts due to ES operations lead to estimating
overall errors by using the equation above.
We have to note that decompositions above are cal-
culated at the points of the sender and the receiver.
Additionally, some EPR pairs stay on different sections.
Therefore, we have to make arrangements of EPR pairs
in order to make comparisons at the points of the sender
and the receiver. We explain about the case of com-
paring EPP at x = i and EPP at x = j, where i < j.
5FIG. 3. Real execution and simulation
Since the length of EPR pairs are different between x = i
and x = j, locations where measurement results are ob-
tained are different. The measurement results in EPP at
x = i are processed by ES and EPP until x reaches j.
This processing is performed by assuming that no errors
occur after EPP at x = i. We have to note that this
processing can be performed with simulations in classi-
cal computers by using measurement results of EPP at
x = i. After measurement results at x = i are processed
by simulations and values at x = j are calculated, we
can compare two values since both values are for x = j.
FIG. 2 shows an example of comparing EPP at x = n−1
and EPP at x = n. FIG. 3 shows the way of comparing
measurement results of EPP at all x by processing each
of the measurement results until each x reaches n. In
FIG. 3, for each EPP, measurements are performed at
the point of the circle and measurement results are pro-
cessed by simulations from the point of the circle to the
point of the star. Thus, all measurement results of EPP
at different x can be compared as the longest EPR pairs.
For integrating base shifts in ES operations into one
base shift which corresponds to an EPR pair shared be-
tween the sender and the receiver, we use the same meth-
ods. We integrate results of base shifts for xth ES opera-
tions in multiple sections by executing quantum repeater
protocols with assuming that no errors occur after xth
ES operations.
B. Outline of the proposed algorithm
The proposed algorithm sets some assumptions about
noises. These assumptions are fair in comparing between
the proposed methods and the conventional methods,
which is the blind mode execution with concatenated
coding. This paper takes channel noises and memory
noises into consideration. Additionally, this paper as-
sumes that noises in ES operations and EPP operations
and measurements lead only to degradation of fidelity.
However, this paper does not take some failures into con-
sideration, such as photon losses and unexecution of oper-
ations and delay of operations. Estimations in this paper
are calculated under these assumptions.
First, we describe the procedure transmission stage of
the algorithm. In this stage, we use classical commu-
nications for conveying the procedure of the quantum
repeater protocol. It is not problem to use classical com-
munications in this stage since EPR pairs are not gen-
erated in this stage and we do not have to care about
effects of quantum memory noise.
• The sender decides the procedure of the quantum
repeater protocol. The procedure consists of mul-
tiple commands. Each command consists of an ID
of a relay point, a time and an operation at the
time on the relay point. The procedure tells each
relay point to execute the indicated operation at
the indicated time.
• The sender sends the procedure to all relay points.
Each of the relay points execute the indicated operations
at the indicated time without knowing situations of other
relay points. Therefore, classical communications are not
needed between the time of generating EPR pairs and the
time of finishing sharing EPR pairs.
After the procedure is shared among all relay points,
ES operations and EPP operations are executed as the
following. Since CSS codes of single encoding are used in
this protocol, ES operations at all x and EPP operations
at all x are performed on n EPR pairs. Here, n is the
code length of CSS codes of single encoding.
• In each relay point, Ci (i = 0, · · · , N − 1), n Bell
states are generated, where n is the code length
of a CSS code of single encoding. An example of
the states are |φ+〉⊗n. (If the required code is dif-
ferent from natural Bell states, Bell states are en-
coded by measuring with measurement operators of
a CSS code as in [14]. These measurements lead to
convergence into an eigenspace (see Appendix A).
Transformations into another eigenspace are per-
formed if specific eigenspace is required.)
• Then, one side of each EPR pair is sent from Ci to
Ci+1.
• From x = 1 to x = γ, repeat the following opera-
tions. ES and EPP are performed right after the
preceding operation is finished. That is, operations
are performed without waiting for arrivals of clas-
sical communications. Since this algorithm consid-
ers blind mode, only measurements are performed
at this stage and correction operations which cor-
respond to measurement results are performed at
the later stage.
– Bell measurements of ES are performed on re-
lay points, Ck×2x−1 (k = 1, 2, · · · , N/2x−1−1)
6except C2x , C2×2x , · · · , CN−2x . These opera-
tions lead to generation of EPR pairs which
are shared between Ck×2x and C(k+1)2x for
k = 0, · · · , N/2x − 1.
– Measurement results at relay points where ES
are performed are sent to the sender and the
receiver.
– Syndrome measurements of EPP are per-
formed at edges of EPR pairs, Ck×2x and
C(k+1)2x for k = 0, · · · , N/2x − 1. Operators
of syndrome measurements at these EPP op-
erations correspond to those of CSS codes as
in [14].
– Measurement results at relay points where
EPP are performed are sent to the sender and
the receiver.
After all ES operations and all EPP operations are fin-
ished, we estimate correction operations based on mea-
surement results as the followings. The detail of calcula-
tion of correction operations are shown in the next sub-
section. This subsection shows summary of calculating
correction operations. In this algorithm, we assume that
all ES operations and all EPP operations are performed
as scheduled.
• The sender and the receiver wait for signals of mea-
surement results in ES and EPP.
• FOR each EPR pair
– We calculate correction operations for ES op-
erations at each x. We also calculate correc-
tion operations for EPP operations separately
from those of ES operations. This separated
calculation is done by using relationship in Eq.
(1).
– Correction operations which correspond to ES
operations on the EPR pair are calculated as
the followings. This calculation corresponds
to calculating the latter part of the right side
of Eq. (1).
∗ For each x, multiple EPR pairs stay on
multiple sections. Since correction opera-
tions are performed on EPR pairs which
are shared between the sender and the re-
ceiver, correction operations for multiple
sections have to be integrated into one
correction operation for each x. This inte-
gration is done by using Eq. (2) and Eq.
(3).
– Correction operations which correspond to
EPP operations on the EPR pair are calcu-
lated as the followings. This calculation cor-
responds to calculating the former part of the
right side of Eq. (1).
∗ For each x, syndromes of multiple EPR
pairs are summarized into one syndrome
which correspond to EPR pairs shared be-
tween the sender and the receiver. This
integration can be explained as in FIG. 2
and FIG. 3.
∗ For each x, the difference of syndromes
are calculated between EPP at x and EPP
at x+ 1. Then, correction operations are
estimated for each term in FIG. 1. We
have to note that effects of base shifts in
ES operations can be removed in calculat-
ing this difference since base shifts due to
ES operations are calculated as described
above.
∗ Overall errors except base shifts due to ES
are estimated by accumulating all of the
decomposed errors as in FIG. 1.
– For each EPR pair, we perform correction op-
erations which are computed by procedures
above. Correction operations in ES and cor-
rection operations in EPP can be correlated
as in Eq. (1). We have to note that we com-
pute correction operations for each of bit error
corrections and phase error corrections.
• END FOR
We have to note that procedures above are performed
for bit error corrections and phase error corrections sep-
arately. Parity check matrix in bit error correction is
different from parity check matrix in phase error correc-
tion.
C. Calculation of correction operations
Correction operations which are used in the algorithm
above are calculated as the followings.
Correction operations for ES are calculated as the fol-
lowings. In Bell measurements for connections, mea-
surement results which correspond to base shifts are ob-
tained. Correction operations for ES are operators of
base shifts, which are one of four Pauli operators. Since
correction operations are performed on EPR pairs which
are shared between the sender and the receiver, correc-
tion operations for multiple sections have to be integrated
into one correction operation for each x. The way of in-
tegrations into one correction operation is similar to that
in EPP and can be described by applying Eq. (3), which
are explained in detail in the following.
Correction operations for EPP are calculated as the
followings. First, we explain a calculation of the primitive
case. Complex calculations can be done by repeating
this calculation. Correction operations which are specific
to jth EPP are calculated by subtracting syndromes at
j−1th EPP and syndromes at jth ES from syndromes at
jth EPP. That is, the correction operations are operators
which correspond to (sˆEPP (j)-H · eˆES(j))-(sˆEPP (j−1)).
7In short, correction operations for jth ES are eˆES(j)
and correction operations for jth EPP are operations
which correspond to (sˆEPP (j)-H · eˆES(j))-(sˆEPP (j−1)).
We have to note that (sˆEPP (j)-H · eˆES(j))-(sˆEPP (j−1))
are calculated at both edges of EPR pairs of jth EPP.
This can be explained as the followings. Connection of
Bell states can be described as
|φ+〉1,2|φ+〉3,4
= |φ+〉1,4|φ+〉2,3 + |φ−〉1,4|φ−〉2,3
+ |ψ+〉1,4|ψ+〉2,3 + |ψ−〉1,4|ψ−〉2,3. (2)
Eq. (2) means that Bell measurements on particle 2 and
3 lead to convergence into one of four Bell states on par-
ticle 1 and 4. Besides, Bell states on particle 2 and 3
correspond to Bell states on particle 1 and 4. Therefore,
we can know which EPR pairs are obtained at particle 1
and 4 by watching states on particle 2 and 3. Performing
Pauli operators on the left side of Eq. (2) leads to the
following equation for each i (i = 1, ..., n).
( σ
ai,j−1
x,1 σ
bi,j−1
z,1 σ
ai,j−1
x,2 σ
bi,j−1
z,2 )|φ+〉1,2
⊗ (σai,j−1x,3 σbi,j−1z,3 σai,j−1x,4 σbi,j−1z,4 )|φ+〉3,4
= (σ
ai,j−1
x,1 σ
bi,j−1
z,1 σ
ai,j−1
x,4 σ
bi,j−1
z,4
⊗ σai,j−1x,2 σbi,j−1z,2 σai,j−1x,3 σbi,j−1z,3 )
× (|φ+〉1,4 ⊗ |φ+〉2,3 + |φ−〉1,4 ⊗ |φ−〉2,3
+ |ψ+〉1,4 ⊗ |ψ+〉2,3 + |ψ−〉1,4 ⊗ |ψ−〉2,3). (3)
The left side of Eq. (3) means EPR pairs before con-
nections. The right side of Eq. (3) has 4 terms. Each
of the 4 terms corresponds to EPR pairs after connec-
tion. sˆEPP (j−1) means syndromes which correspond to
σ
ai,j−1
x,1 σ
bi,j−1
z,1 σ
ai,j−1
x,4 σ
bi,j−1
z,4 of all i. eˆES(j) means oper-
ators which change states after Bell measurements on
particle 1 and 4 into the desired term of the right side
of Eq. (3). Therefore, eˆES(j) changes a Bell state to
another Bell state. sˆEPP (j) means syndromes which cor-
respond to σ
ai,j
x,1 σ
bi,j
z,1 σ
ai,j
x,4 σ
bi,j
z,4 of all i. When changes oc-
cur only by Bell measurements, error operators satisfy
σ
ai,j−1
x,1 σ
bi,j−1
z,1 σ
ai,j−1
x,4 σ
bi,j−1
z,4 =σ
ai,j
x,1 σ
bi,j
z,1 σ
ai,j
x,4 σ
bi,j
z,4 for all i.
However, due to other noises, errors are not only shift
changes at ES. Therefore, error operators at EPP(j) can
be different from error operators at EPP(j-1). By using
Eq. (3), we can compute correction operations for each
ES and EPP. In other words, we can integrating errors
of multiple EPP(j-1) into one errors on longer EPR pairs
by processing quantum repeater protocols with assuming
that no errors occur after EPP(j-1).
For estimating overall errors, we summarize the decom-
posed errors. Since the longest EPR pairs in protocols are
shared between the sender and the receiver, we compute
the difference of adjacent EPP operations by integrating
shorter EPR pairs into the longest EPR pairs, which are
shared between the sender and the receiver. We can inte-
grate errors for each section into errors of larger sections
as in the calculation of the primitive case above and FIG.
2. Repeating these integrations lead to computing inte-
grated errors on EPR pairs shared between the sender
and the receiver. The methods of computing the differ-
ences are shown in FIG. 3.
V. PERFORMANCE OF THE PROPOSED
PROTOCOLS
This section compares the difference between the con-
ventional blind mode and the proposed method. As
stated in the introduction of this paper, the main focus of
this paper is posterior processing of measurement results.
Therefore, it is appropriate to compare with protocols
which focus on posterior processing. Even if some spec-
ifications are inferior to those of protocols which focus
on encoding, it is not problem since focuses are different.
Improvements in the proposed method may be used for
posterior processing part of protocols which focus on en-
codings and can enhance specifications of protocols which
focus on encodings. Additionally, since propositions in
this paper focus on posterior processing of measurement
results, the most important thing which we should ana-
lyze is correctness of estimating correction operations and
conditions for the correctness. We suppose that correc-
tion operations are estimated after EPR pairs are shared
between the sender and the receiver by using measure-
ment results which are obtained before EPR pairs are
shared between the sender and the receiver. Therefore,
we have to check that estimation of correction operations
is valid even after the following ES operations and EPP
operations are performed.
This paper sets some assumptions about noises. These
assumptions are fair in comparing between the proposed
methods and the conventional blind mode. This paper
takes channel noises and memory noises into considera-
tion. Additionally, this paper assumes that noises in ES
operations and EPP operations and measurements lead
only to degradation of fidelity. However, this paper does
not take some failures into consideration, such as photon
losses and unexecution of operations and delay of oper-
ations. Estimations in this paper are calculated under
these assumptions.
A. Correctness of estimation
Since operators for measuring syndromes in EPP cor-
respond to those of CSS codes, EPP has a parameter
of the error correction capability, which are denoted as
t. We can specify errors as long as the weight of an er-
ror is less than t since an error and syndromes can be
mapped by one-to-one mapping in this case. Therefore,
we can trace accumulation of errors if the weight of each
error during each interval of syndrome measurements is
less than t qubits. This means that we can specify errors
even when the weight of accumulated errors goes over t,
8if the weight of an error during each interval of syndrome
measurements is less than t.
By applying this method to quantum repeater proto-
cols, we can correct errors of large weight if we measure
syndromes at each EPP and if the weight of each error
during adjacent EPP operations is less than t. This is
the new assumption which is needed for blind mode with
single encoding.
Additionally, since base shifts due to ES operations can
be detected and corrected without dependence on errors
in EPP, the number of qubits which are affected by base
shifts due to ES is not problem. Therefore, correcting
large errors is possible if the weight of an error which
corresponds to (sˆEPP (j)-H · eˆES(j))-(sˆEPP (j−1)) are less
than t for each j in both of bit error corrections and phase
error corrections.
Correctness of this estimation can be shown by decom-
posing accumulated errors as follows. Overall errors can
be decomposed by using Eq. (1). As we can see from this
equation, overall errors can be described as summation
of errors during adjacent EPP operations and base shifts
due to ES operations as in FIG. 1. By assuming that the
weight of error operators of H−1((sˆEPP (j)-H · eˆES(j))-
(sˆEPP (j−1))) goes under the error correction capability,
we can estimate an appropriate error for each of the in-
tervals since an error and an syndrome can be mapped
by one-to-one mapping in this case. Additionally, since
measurement results of Bell measurements in ES can be
obtained without depending on syndrome measurements
in EPP, the number of qubits which are affected by base
shifts in ES is not problem. Estimating an appropriate
error for each of the intervals and estimating base shifts
due to ES operations lead to estimating overall errors by
using Eq. (1). Discussions above show that correction
operations match if the weight of an error between adja-
cent EPP operations goes under the error correction ca-
pability. Since the proposed protocol does not consider
photon losses and unexecutions of operations, nonexis-
tence of these errors are assumed.
B. Inheritance of major merits
This subsection shows that the proposed protocol
could reduce resources without spoiling major merits of
the conventional blind mode. We have to note that minor
points of the conventional blind mode are changed. That
is, additional assumptions about frequency of errors are
changed, as described in the previous section.
What we could improve in the proposed method is the
number of EPR pairs which are used in the protocol.
The number of EPR pairs in the conventional method
is N*nγ . The number of EPR pairs in the proposed
method is N ∗ n. This is because the proposed protocol
could execute by using CSS codes with single encoding.
Although the proposed protocol could reduce re-
sources, the proposed protocol inherits major merits of
the conventional blind mode.
• One of the merits in the conventional blind mode
is smallness of waiting times. The expected time
of executing protocols is as follows. The time for
executing the conventional method is almost same
as the time for executing the proposed method.
Both of the time above are the summation of the
time of delivering EPR pairs to adjacent nodes and
the time of executing ES operations and EPP op-
erations since these protocols are executed in the
blind mode. The time for classical communications
of sending measurement results are not considered
since this time does not affect the fidelity of gener-
ated EPR pairs.
• The other merit of the conventional blind mode is
sending small states via channels by using EPP in
[14]. For example, one side of |φ+〉⊗n are sent via
channels in the EPP. In both of the conventional
blind mode and the proposed blind mode, quantum
states which are sent via channels can be small EPR
pairs, such as isolated |φ+〉, by using the EPP[14].
• Another point of comaprison is adjustments to er-
rors. The type of errors to which the proposed pro-
tocol adjust is almost same as the type of errors to
which the conventional protocol adjust. The type
of errors is degradation of EPR pairs in channel
transmissions and in ES operations and noises dur-
ing waiting times. Both of the proposed method
and the conventional method could adjust to these
errors as long as errors are within the error cor-
rection capability of entanglment purification. The
small difference is setting additional assumptions
in the proposed method. The assumption is that
each of the errors during adjacent EPP operations
goes under the error correction capability. The de-
tail of this assumption is explained in the previous
section.
However, the proposed protocol and the conven-
tional blind mode did not consider photon losses
and unexecution of operations.
Thus, we could show that the proposed protocol could
reduce resources without spoiling merits of the conven-
tional blind mode except the new assumption above.
The results of this paper show that posterior process-
ing of measurement results can reduce the size of encoded
states with keeping high correction capability. Since one
of the hurdles against realization of some quantum re-
peater protocols is largeness of encoded states, essence
in this paper will be useful for reducing the size of the
encoded states by improving posterior processing of mea-
surement results.
VI. CONCLUSION
We constructed concrete methods of blind mode with
single encoding. Our proposed methods do not use con-
9catenated CSS codes, but use single encoding by CSS
codes. We showed that the proposed method can correct
large errors by using CSS codes of single encoding if over-
all errors are decomposed and each of the decomposed
errors goes under the error correction capability. The
results of this paper show that posterior processing can
improve performance of error corrections in comparison
with the conventional blind mode with single encoding.
The proposed protocol with single encoding can correct
large errors by setting some assumptions. In contrast,
blind mode with single encoding can deal with small er-
rors if propositions in this paper are not used. In other
words, the results of this paper show that posterior pro-
cessing can reduce the size of encoded states in compari-
son with the conventional blind mode with concatenated
codes. In summary, the proposed way about posterior
processing is effective for improving performance of error
corrections and for redusing the size of encoded states.
Appendix A: CSS codes and EPP
In this section, we explain CSS codes[17] and its con-
version to EPP[14][18].
1. Code construction and error representation
Since CSS codes are subclass of stabilizer codes, CSS
codes inherit characteristics of stabilizer codes. First, I
describe stabilizer codes. Then, I describe CSS codes as
special cases of stabilizer codes. Possible errors can be
represented as superposition of some error bases. These
bases belong to a group, which is called as the error
group. In order to construct the error group, we define
Pauli operators as in Eq. (A1).
I =
[
1 0
0 1
]
, σx =
[
0 1
1 0
]
,
σz =
[
1 0
0 −1
]
, σxσz =
[
0 −1
1 0
]
. (A1)
By using Eq. (A1), the error group can be written as
En = {±M1 ⊗M2 ⊗ · · · ⊗Mn |
M1, · · · ,Mn ∈ {I, σx, σz, σxσz}}. (A2)
We describe elements of the error group as Eni = E
n|1
i ⊗
E
n|2
i ⊗· · ·⊗En|ni , where En|1i , · · · , En|ni are one of 4 Pauli
operators. Codewords of stabilizer codes are elements of
eigenspaces of subgroups of the error group. Let a sub-
group of the error group be P . Codewords are elements
of an eigenspace of P . An eigenspace means a space of
states which have the same eigenvalue for all operators
in P .
There are some methods for representing quantum er-
rors such as methods by state vectors and methods by
density operators. In this paper, we describe the change
of state vectors. Let |Ψ〉 be a codeword of stabilizer
codes. Quantum states of n qubits change by unitary
operators as the following.
Un|Ψ〉 =
∑
i
(ciE
n
i |Ψ〉) =∑
i,j
ci,jE
m
i |ψ〉 ⊗ En−mj |φ〉. (A3)
Here, Eni ∈ En. |Ψ〉 consists of n qubits. Let m qubits
out of the n qubits be system and be described as |ψ〉. Let
the other n−m qubits be environment and be described
as |φ〉. Setting
∑
j
ci,jE
n−m
j |φ〉 = νi and outputting syn-
dromes ai into ancilla leads to
Un|Ψ〉 =
∑
i
Emi |ψ〉 ⊗ νi ⊗ |ai〉. (A4)
Measuring ancilla leads to
Emi |ψ〉 ⊗ νi ⊗ |ai〉. (A5)
Measuring ancilla of Eq. (A4) leads to conversion into
Eq. (A5). Eq. (A5) represents codewords which are
affected by one of error bases. Thus, measuring ancilla
leads to conversion into bases of errors. Then, we can
specify errors on codewords.
2. Error correction capability
We define the weight of Eni in the following. Let this
weight be γ (Eni ). E
n
i consists of tensor products of n
Pauli operators (Eq. (A1)). The weight of Eni means
the number of operators which are not I out of n opera-
tors. Stabilizer codes of minimum distance θ can correct
error bases whose weight goes under b(θ − 1) /2c. Thus,
stabilizer codes of minimum distance θ can correct errors
which occurred on less than b(θ − 1) /2c qubits. This
parameter is called the error correction capability.
3. Codes construction of CSS codes
In CSS codes, codewords |Ψ〉 are constructed as fol-
lows. Suppose C1 and C2 are [n, k1] and [n, k2] classical
linear codes such that C2⊂C1 and C1 and C⊥2 both cor-
rect t errors. By using the C1 and C2, CSS code can be
constructed as |x+C2〉= 1√|C2|
∑
y∈C2
|x+ y〉, where x ∈ C1
is any codeword in C1. Let H1 be parity check matrix
of C1 and H2 be parity check matrix of C2. Then, syn-
dromes of CSS codes correspond to |H1 · e1〉 for bit error
corrections and |H2 ·e2〉 for phase error corrections. That
is, states after outputting syndromes of bit error e1 are
|x+ C2〉= 1√|C2|
∑
y∈C2
|x+ y + e1〉|H1 · e1〉.
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4. Algorithms for error correction
In the error correction stage, we perform unitary op-
erators to output syndromes on ancilla. We specify er-
rors based on syndromes which are measured on ancilla.
Operators to output syndromes are decided by the sub-
group P . In CSS codes, these operators can be divided
into two categories. One is for bit error detection and
another is for phase error detection. Therefore, in CSS
codes, the error correction stage can be divided into the
bit error correction stage and the phase error correction
stage. The phase error correction stage is executed by
performing WH translations before measuring syndromes
and correcting errors. WH translations are performed
again after correcting phase errors.
5. Conversion to EPP
Concrete methods of general conversion into EPP are
written in [14],[18] as summarized in the followings.
• Alice prepares multiple Bell states. The number of
Bell states corresponds to the code length. (If the
required code is different from natural Bell states,
Alice encodes these Bell states by measuring with
measurement operators of stabilizer codes or CSS
codes.)
• Alice sends one side of each EPR pair to Bob.
• Alice and Bob measure syndromes by using mea-
surement operators which correspond to those of
stabilizer codes or CSS codes.
• Alice and Bob exchange syndrome information and
specify errors based on syndrome information.
As above, measurement operators in EPP correspond to
those of stabilizer codes or CSS codes. Thus, EPP can
correct errors when the number of error qubits goes under
the error correction capability.
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